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100 greatest pop songs of the 90s

Claire Benoist of Reader's Digest1. The first commercial CD in the United States was Bruce Springsteen's Born in the U.S.A.2. Bob Marley wrote No Woman No Cry for his childhood friend Vincent Ford, who ran a soup kitchen in Jamaica. Royalties from hit rights helped maintain the kitchen.3 Simon and Garfunkel argued nonstop while
they were on Bridge over Troubled Water. Garfunkel wanted Simon to sing it (I'm sorry I didn't, said Simon), and Simon never liked Garfunkel's closing Sail, silver girl poem.4. The iconic whistle on (Sittin'on) in the Dock of the Bay was impromptu when Otis Redding forgot what he was supposed to sing during outro.5. Michael Jackson was
so immersed in writing Billie Jean for a ride home from the studio one day that he didn't even realize his car was on fire. He was warned by a passing motorcyclist to save the King of Pop and one of the world's most catchy melodies.6 Paul McCartney woke up one morning with the melody of Yesterday in his head, but not in the lyrics. Oh,
baby, how much I love your feet... 7. The BBC banned Bing Crosby's I'll Be Home for Christmas during The Second World War, worried that the sickly sentimental would reduce the morale of homesick troops.8 Barry Manilow of I Write the Songs wrote ... someone else (on-again/off-again Beach Boy Bruce Johnston, to be exact).9. Led
Zeppelin's Stairway to Heaven was the best-selling radio song of the 1970s. Yet singer/lyricist Robert Plant once pledged $1,000 to a public radio station that promised never to play again. I've heard it before, he said later.) 10. The guy from Aerosmith the Dude (She looks like a lady) is Mötley Crüe frontmanVince Neil, whose long blonde
locks Aerosmith mistook for a woman in a bar one night.11. Caroline Neil Diamond Sweet Caroline is Caroline Kennedy, whom Neil saw in a magazine photo in the 1960s. It was a picture of a little girl dressed as a nine in her riding gear next to a pony, she recalled.12. The cart that kicks off Jimi Hendrix's Purple Haze is a three-tone one
known as the devil's interval, and banned from some Renaissance Church music because it sounded too evil.13 Number of songs recorded by Elvis Presley: over 800. Number of songs Elvis Presley wrote solo: zero. (He earned some co-writer credits.) 14th Girls Just Want to Have Fun written by ... a boy. Philadelphia singer Robert
Hazard wrote and recorded the original version four years before Cyndi Lauper.15 Somewhere over the Rainbow (listed by the American Film Institute as the greatest film song ever) is about a girl who lifts herself up from her rural kansas area, but also about America's rise from the Great Depression during FDR's New Deal, which was
sponsored by songwriter Yip Harburg.16 Queen and Bowie wrote Under Pressure one night (he got pizza). Make sure you also know what Auld Lang Syne means in the next New New Party. Source: rollingstone.com, songfacts.com, historyofinformation.com, prx.org, elvis.com, mentalfloss.com, theguardian.com, britannica.com Between
the style of the 1950s, its electrization in the early 1980s, the rebirth of the 90s, Funk has been part of America's urban music scene for more than half a century. A number of funk songs have become legendary on radio, television commercials, soundtracks, and by being covered by other artists. GAB Archive / Redferns Why should I feel
that? Why do I have to chase the cat?... Bow wow wow, yippe yo yippe yay Unforgettable lyrics from the 1982 George Clinton classic, Atomic Dog. Clinton finished first on Billboard R&amp;T; On his B list in 1982, he was a solo act with his debut solo album Atomic Dog, Computer Games. The classics have dozens of samples, including
songs by Prince, the infamous B.I.G., Tupac Shakur, Dr. Dre, Nas, Aaliyah. Ice Cube, and Snoop Dogg. Raymond Boyd/Michael Ochs Archives/Getty Images Released in 1980 as the debut single for the group Zapp, led by Roger Troutman, More Bounce To The Ounce became popular again a decade later due to heavy sampling of a
number of rap acts including EPMD and Notorious BIG. It was one of the first hits to take advantage of the talk box, which modifies the sound of the instrument singing vegadal through a microphone. Bootsy Collins co-produced the song, which peaked at number two on Billboard R&amp;T; B's list. Michael Ochs Archives/Getty Images
From Sly &amp; the Family Stone's 1970 Greatest Hits album Thank You (Falettinme Be Mice Elf Agin) was the band's second single, which was released on the Billboard Hot 100 and R&amp;Amp;R; He's at the top of B lists. It was the number one R&amp;R; B song for five weeks. The song features a brilliant line created by the
legendary Larry Graham. Michael Ochs Archives/Getty Images From Parliament's 1977 Album Funkentelechy Vs. the Placebo Syndrome, Flashlight reached number one on Billboard R&amp;T; B's list. It was their second million singles sold. This is another timeless funk classic that has persisted for generations due to constant sampling.
Echoes/Redfern Grooving the way to freedom is the theme of this song, as shown in George Clinton's lyrics: Here's my chance to dance my way out of my constuation. Funkadelic's 1978 album One Nation Under A Groove became the band's first number one hit on Billboard R&amp;T; List B. It was the group's first million-dollar single
sold. Tom Copi /Michael Ochs Archives/Getty Images Published in August 1968, four months after the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., Say It Loud - I'm Black and I'm Proud became the anthem of the civil rights movement. For six weeks, Billboard remained number one on R&amp;T; B's list and symbolized James Brown's
respect as Soul Brother Number One. It was his first recording of the trombone man Fred Wesley. Anthony Barboza/Getty Images The Queen of Soul proved she knew how to a Rock Rock Aretha Franklin's 1972 album Young, Gifted and Black made Rock Steady her twelfth gold single. Franklin composed the song featuring Donny
Hathaway playing the piano. RB/Redferns From the 1981 triple platinum Street Songs album Super Freak became rick james' song. He peaked at number one on the Billboard Dance chart, with backing vocals from The Temptations. Nine years later, it became the basis for MC Hammer's iconic hit U Can't Touch This, and James won a
Grammy Award for Best R&amp;B in 1991; B for a song as a composer. Michael Ochs Archives/Getty Images George Clinton earned the nickname Dr. Funkenstein for composing producing funk classics like (Not only) Knee Deep in Funkadelic. It became the group's second number one hit on Billboard R&amp;T; B's list. The original
version of Uncle Jam Wants You album is a funkafied 15 minutes long. Michael Ochs Archives/Getty Images The Godfather of the Spirit, James Brown, was also the godfather of Funk. This song remedy for everyone suffers from nervous tension as she sings: Get up to your thing and dance 'til you feel better, get up to that thing and try to
put that pressure on. Brown released Get Up Offa that Thing as a two-part single in 1976. &amp;The R&amp;amp; It came in fourth place on Chart B and was its biggest hit in the mid to late 1970s. Wonder composed, produced and recorded Superstition at the age of 22, creating a new sound with innovative use of synthesizers, live
drumming and guitar work. On his 1972 album Talking Book, he won two Grammy Awards in the Superstition category. Won best R&amp;T; B for singing, male and best rhythm and blues song. Superstition was also included in the Grammy Hall of Fame. The Billboard Hot 100 and R&amp;R; He finished first on B lists. Richard E.
Aaron/Redferns From Kool and Gang's fourth album, Wild and Peaceful, were the band's breakthrough in 1973, with Billboard R&amp;T; B list and fourth place on the Hot 100. Billboard ranked as the number 12 song of 1974. Jungle Boogie has been tasted several times, including The Beastie Boys Hey Ladies (1989), Madonna Erotica
(1992) and Janet Jackson's You Want This (1994). The song was also featured in Quentin Tarantino's Pulp Fiction. Written on March 27, 2016 by Ken Simmons, the acclaimed genre of Dance-pop music dates back to the mid-1970s. Dance-pop has played a crucial role in mainstream pop since. These are the 25 best dance-pop songs in
more than four decades. Gloria Gaynor - She can never say goodbye. Courtesy MGM Clifton Davis, part of motown's team of songwriters, wrote Never Can Say Goodbye, and it was his first recording of Jackson 5 in 1970. They took the song all the #2 the American pop chart. In 1974, the producers reworked the song, gloria Gaynor,
R&amp;R; B's lead singer. Producers included Meco Monardo, who later #1 the pop singles chart with the disco version of Star Wars Theme. Gloria Gaynor's recording of Never Can Say Goodbye is part of a 19-minute disco suite on the first page of the album of the same name. It's a groundbreaking extended mix that laid the foundations
for the later 12-inch single remixes used in dance clubs. Never Can Say Goodbye made the top 10 on the US pop chart and soared to #1 on the young disco chart. It's a milestone that paved the way for the disco revolution. Gloria Gaynor returned in 1978 with another career-defining disco hit I Will Survive, which became #1 pop smash.
The British band Communards released a version of Never Can Say Goodbye in 1987. Their cover was all the #2 on the American dance list. Watch video bee gees - You Should Be Dancing. Courtesy RSO The three #1 pop hits that the Bee Gees wrote and recorded specifically for the soundtrack to the hit movie Saturday Night Fever
helped to disco straight into the pop mainstream. Staying Alive, Night Fever and How Deep Is Your Love are legendary pop hit of the era. However, the trio's best and most complete disco record You Should Be Dancing hit the charts a year earlier. It was build on the Saturday Night Fever movie music with crucial dance scenes. You
Should Be Dancing remains the only Bee Gees album to #1 the disco list, where it stayed for seven weeks. He spent a week at the top of the pop chart. Among the studio musicians to appear on the record is Stephen Stills at the launch. He was in the same studio as the Bee Gees, recording the Stills-Young Band's long May You Run.
You Should Be Dancing is the first #1 pop hit by the Bee Gees, which includes Barry Gibb's trademark falsetto vocals. In an unusual result for a group of white musicians, You Should Be Dancing hit #4 the R&amp;T; B singles chart. Vicki Sue Robinson - Turn the Beat Around. Courtesy RCA Vicki Sue Robinson's early performing career
consisted of being mostly a bit playful on Broadway shows and movies. He first appeared on a pop album as a backing vocal on Todd Rundgren's 1972 album Something / Anything. RCA producer Warren Schatz was pretty impressed with Vicki Sue Robinson's voice that she thought she could be a disco star. One of his first songs was
Turn the Beat Around, written by brothers Gerald and Peter Jackson. They were linked to the singer through engineer Al Garrison, vicki sue robinson's boyfriend. The heavily percussionist Turn the Beat Around quickly became a disco smash. He #1 the disco list for a month and made the top 10. The orchestral arrangement of dense
bump breakdown is emblematic of many early disco hits. On September 26, 1975, Vicki Sue Robinson recorded her vocals in a single recording. Gloria Estefan returns to the In 1994, #1 dance list with his cover. It crossed radio formats and #4 the adult contemporary chart and #13 the pop chart. Watch video of Thelma Houston - Don't
leave me like this. Courtesy Motown's Harold Melvin and Blue Notes first recorded Don't Leave Me This Way. Legendary Philadelphia soul group Kenneth Gamble and Leon Huff co-wrote the song and released it on their 1975 album Harold Melvin and Blue Notes Wake Up Everyone. It never appeared as an official single in the U.S., #3
chart after Thelma Houston's cover became a legendary hit. Don't Leave Me This Way was originally assigned to Diana Ross to follow her disco hit Love Hangover. However, this recording never materialized, and instead Thelma Houston, who recently signed with Motown, offered the song. His elegant performance captivated the club's
audience, and soon #1 became a disco smash and top of the pop chart. Thelma Houston received the Grammy Award for Best Female R&amp;R; B vocal category. The song became a major anthem of the gay community in its fight against the AIDS epidemic in the 1980s and 1990s. Communards recorded a cover of Don't Leave Me
This Way in 1986. It went #1 the great-kingdom pop singles chart to become the best-selling song of the year there. In the U.S. #1 the dance chart. Watch the video for Donna Summer - I Feel Love. Courtesy Casablanca co-produced by Giorgio Moroder and Pete Bellotte, I Feel Love is one of the most influential songs of all time. Before
its release, most disco records used acoustic bands to record. Moroder and Bellotte used a fully electronic background song featuring moog synthesizers. The effect was a futuristic sound that profoundly influenced the development of synthesizer-pop and techno. With Donna Summer's airy, erotic vocals, the recording received high praise
from critics. I Feel Love #6 on the pop chart. In 1978, San Francisco DJ Patrick Cowley's 15-minute remix of I Feel Love became an underground hit. In 1995, Donna Summer made the top 10 on the dance chart with a new remix of I Feel Love. In 2011, the Library of Congress added Donna Summer's I Feel Love to the National Recording
Registry. When he first heard I Feel Love, famed electronic music producer Brian Eno reportedly said: This single will change the sound of club music over the next fifteen years. Watch Video Chic - Le Freak. Atlantic Guitar's Nile Rodgers and bassist Bernard Edwards assembled Chic in 1976. It is primarily a studio outfit and has scored a
significant disco hit in the first edition of Dance, Dance, Dance (Yowsah, Yowsah, Yowsah). However, it was a follow-up to Le Freak that became a legendary disco classic. The song is a tribute to the glory days of Studio 54 disco club in New York. It sold over seven million copies. In your Scratchy guitar and rubbery bass, Le Freak
became the first song to make it to #1 the Billboard Hot 100 on three separate occasions. Along with I Want Your Love and Chic Cheer, Le Freak tops the disco charts. In 2018, the Library of Congress chose Le Freak to be added to the National Recording Registry. Watch video lipps inc. - Funkytown. Courtesy Casablanca in 1980, the
peak of disco presence on the mainstream pop chart ended. Dance music itself began to go underground as a new wave synthesizer, power ballads, and pop-oriented R&amp;C B took over the mainstream charts. Funkytown came out of left field to combine with Minneapolis-based producer Steven Greenberg. She organized the 1976
Miss Black Minnesota, Cynthia Johnson, to deliver the distinctive vocals. Funkytown was a big hit, spending four weeks #1 the mainstream pop chart and top of the disco chart. The use of electronic sound effects influenced subsequent dance recordings. In 1986, just six years after Lipps Inc. #1 Funkytown, the Australian band Pseudo
Echo released a cover. The sound of rock music is a guitar in the mere mid-recording. The cover of Pseudo Echo #6 on the U.S. pop singles chart #4 the dance chart. It was the band's only pop hit in american watch video yaz- situation. Courtesy Sire The synth-pop duo of Depeche Mode founder Vince Clarke and singer Alison Moyet
recorded Yazoo in Europe, but for legal reasons, released music under the name Yaz in the US. The pair had two legendary synth-pop albums before their horrific breakup. The first floor of Eric's also has #1 dance hits in the U.S. Don't Go and Situation. The album barely broke into the top 100 in the U.S., but eventually went platinum for
sales. In addition to Alison Moyet's deeply enthusiastic vocals, Situation also includes her laughter. This installment has been used many other times as a sample of other shots, including worldwide #1 smash Macarena. In 1999, a series of remixes brought Situation back to #1 american dance chart. Legendary disco remixer Francois
Kevorkian created the most famous remix of The Situation. In 1999, a new batch of remixes sent Position back to the top of the dance chart in the U.S. for the second time. Watch video shannon - Let the Music Play. Courtesy Atlantic Let the Music Play, the debut single by singer Shannon, is considered a landmark development in both
dance pop and the more specific sub-genre of high energy. Producer Chris Barbosa, a key figure in the development of freestyle dance music, gets prime credit for the unique sound of rhythm ta-fi on Let the Music Play. By 1983, much of the dance music had gone underground, but let the music play's bubbling rhythm line spoke
differently to the audience and returned to dance music in the pop mainstream. The song #8 on the U.S. pop chart and became the #1 of Shannon's four dance hits. Dance music Count Let the Music Play as one of the records that introduced the new golden age of dance-pop music after the end of the disco era. Watch video of Pet Shop
Boys - West End Girls. Courtesy EMI West End Girls, the debut single from Pet Shop Boys, was released twice. The first time was a version produced by dance music veteran Bobby Orlando. The song received positive attention from dance clubs. In 1985, stephen hague's re-recorded version appeared on pet shop boys' debut album
Please. This version became #1 pop hit in both the US and UK. T.S. Eliot's classic poem The Waste Land inspired the west end girls lyrics. Pet Shop Boys won the British Award for Best Single and the Ivor Novello Award for Best International HIt. Following the success of The West End Girls, pet shop boys, made up of neil tennant and
chris lowe, became one of the most successful dance music artists of all time. Electronic tracks and Neil Tennant's highly stylized and literate lyrics determine their role in the development of dance music. The Pet Shop Boys performed West End Girls at the closing ceremony of the 2012 London Olympics. Watch video of Herbie Hancock -
Rockit. Courtesy Columbia Rockit, the legendary jazz pianist Herbie Hancock, is a landmark in the development of dance music with its use of scratching and other turntabling techniques performed by GrandMixer D.ST. The accompanying music video was as much a breakthrough as the song itself. Kevin Godley and Lol Creme, formerly
of pop group 10CC, directed the clip. This includes the movement of various kinetic sculptures by artist Jim Whiting in time for music. He won five MTV Video Music Awards. Rockit is featured on Herbie Hancock's album Future Shock, a groundbreaking collaboration with avant-garde bassist and producer Bill Laswell. Laswell and his
collaborator, Michael Beinhorn, worked in the avant-garde music corps. The album Future Shock was #43 the album charts and certified platinum for sales. Rockit tops the top 10 in R&amp;T; B singles chart. Watch the video of Michael Jackson - Billie Jean. Courtesy Epic Billie Jean Michael Jackson is one of the most popular landmark
pop records of the second half of the 20th year. It's also a big dance hit. Many observers referred to it as a post-disco record with a voice pointing to the future. Billie Jean was #1 pop smash for seven weeks while also at the front of the dance chart. Billie Jean won a Grammy Award for Best R&amp;R; B for male vocals and best R&amp;T;
For a B song. It is also often included in the charts of the greatest pop hits of all time. Michael Jackson says that when he wrote Billie Jean, it was one of those rare times when you know the song is going to be a hit. Producer Quincy Jones wanted to throw away the song's instrumental introduction, but Michael Jackson insisted on keeping
it because the part of the recording that made him want to dance. Video m/A/R/R/S - Pump up the volume. Courtesy Island Pump Up the Volume was first created as an uneasy collaboration between electronic music group Colourbox and alternative rock band A R Kane. 4AD label manager Ivo Watts-Russell suggested the collaboration
after each act showed interest in exploring the growing house music genre. The original version of Pump Up the Volume came with Colourbox and a very punchy almost instrumental song. An R Kane added additional guitar, followed by samples and scratch mixing from Chris C.J. DJs. Macintosh and Dave Dorrell made me shine. The
collaborators never recorded M/A/R/R/S again because the first disc was too unpleasant an ordeal. Pump Up the Volume paved the way for the development of British acid house music and the sampling use of significant recordings. The footage topped the American dance chart and climbed the #13 the mainstream pop chart. Watch
Video C+C Music Factory - Going to Make You Sweat. Courtesy of Columbia Dance music production and songwriting duo David Cole and Robert Clivilles put together the ACT C+C Music Company in 1989. Going to Make You Sweat was their first single. After being at the top of the dance and pop charts, the recording encountered legal
problems for banning singer Martha Wash from the credits and music video. In the end, an out-of-court settlement resolved legal issues. The rapper Freedom Williams was the other main singer. The song is a defining record from the early 1990s, showing an athletic style in music. David Cole tragically died as an AIDS victim at the age of
32 in 1995. Going to Make You Sweat is often used for sporting events. Along with contemporaries of Technotronic, they were also part of what came to be known as jock anthems in their ubiquitous athletic competitions. Watch video Deee-Lite - Groove is in the Heart. It was written in the late 1980s courtesy of Groove Is In the Heart, and
they performed live as early as 1989, but were only recorded in 1990. It was built as the debut album of the deee-lite trio. The group consisted of two DJs, Dmitry and Towa Tei, as well as singer Lady Miss Kier. The legendary Bootsy Collins, the bassist of Funkadelic, appears on the recording and is a featured guest singer. Q-Tip on Tribe
Called Quest contributes to guest rap. Groove Is In the Heart was #1 the dance chart and #4 the pop chart. It was the first of Deee-Lite's big dance-offs. The accompanying video clip includes a memorable appearance by Lady Miss Kier saying: Deee-groovy! Bootsy Collins also states: Groove is in the heart. Watch video rupaul -
Supermodel (Better job). Courtesy Tommy Boy RuPaul was a pioneer in introducing drag culture into the mainstream and giving respectful attention to individuals who choose to quit the roles in their lives. He first appeared nationwide after appearing in the 1989 music video for B-52's hit Love Shack. In 1993, he recorded his debut album,
Supermodel Of the World. The major label's debut single Supermodel (You Better Work) first gained popularity from underground gay dance clubs, but then broke into the mainstream. The music video was heavily supported by MTV, and Nirvana's Kurt Cobain is unlikely. Supermodel (You Better Work) went #2 the dance chart and broke
into the pop chart #45. Actress LaWanda Page, known for her appearances on the TV series Sanford and Son, recorded spoken words for Supermodel (You Better Work). He has appeared in several RuPaul music videos. Watch the video for Toni Braxton - Un-Break My Heart. Courtesy LaFace Un-Break My Heart is one of the best
examples of remixing techniques to turn a ballad hit into a riveting dance floor smash. House music remixes of Un-Break My Heart brought Toni Braxton's powerful vocal clubs. The result was a towering #1 dance hit. The original pop-R&amp;amp;m; B recording was also a huge success. #1 on the pop chart and won a Grammy Award for
Best Female Pop. The versatility of the vocals allowed the song to reach #1 or #2 of pop, dance, R&amp;T; B and adult contemporary charts. Listen Madonna - Ray of Light. Courtesy Warner Bros. Madonna is easily the most successful dance music artist of #1 hitting the dance chart more than 45 times. In 1998, he worked with electronic
music artist William Orbit. Influenced by her growing interest in Oriental mysticism, Ray Of Light has a hilarious look at female power. Madonna said the original recording of the song was completely on top and more than ten minutes in length. She thought she was smug and beautiful. Ray of LIght has received some of the strongest
positive critical reviews of Madonna's career. He was nominated for three Grammy Awards, including Record of the Year. He won best dance recording Grammy. Ray Of Light rose to the top of the dance chart and #5 the pop chart. The accompanying music video, influenced by the experimental film Koyaanisqatsi and directed by Jonas
Akerlund, won the MTV Video Music Award for Video Of the Year. Watch video cher - Believe. Courtesy Warner Bros. Cher's huge comeback hit Believe was one of the first commercial recordings to use Auto-Tune sound effects extensively. The combination of groundbreaking sound, cheerful production and Cher's optimistic vocals has
been a huge worldwide success. It became Cher's biggest pop hit of all #1 reaching the charts around the world, including the US. It also hit the top of the dance chart and became the first in a series of hits to cher one of the best dance artists of his late career. Believe won the Grammy Award for Best Dance Recording and was
nominated the year. Believe was the first in a series of three consecutive #1 dance hit songs by Cher in the US. In 2002 and 2003, he released three #1 dance hits. By 2013, Cher had eight dance #1 15 years. Watch video Daft Punk - Once again. Courtesy Virgin French electronic music duo Daft Punk are known for their blend of
homemade music with elements of classical disco. One More Time is a final song in their catalog. It features a vocal American R&amp;C B singer Romanthony that has changed heavily with Auto-Tune. Fans of dance music immediately embraced the album. It #1 the U.S. dance music chart and broke into the U.S. pop chart. In the UK,
One More Time is #2 the mainstream pop chart. Daft Punk became an international pop star in 2013 with the release of the album Random Access Memories and the hit song Get Lucky. They brought the sound disco back into the pop mainstream with the American Watch Video by Bob Sinclar featuring Steve Edwards - World Hold On
(Children Of the Sky). Courtesy Tommy Boy Bob Sinclar is a French DJ and producer who has helped to get worldwide attention to the French house music scene. The use of disco strings and patterns is one of the critical elements of his work. His single World, Hold On became a worldwide hit. He was nominated for a Grammy for Best
Remixed Recording. The song topped the U.S. dance chart and made the top 10 across Europe. Singer Steve Edwards is a British house singer who has appeared in a wide range of dance recordings. World Hold On was the second of four consecutive #1 dance hits by Bob Sinclar in American Watch Video by David Guetta featuring
Kelly Rowland - When Love Takes Over. Courtesy Virgin When Love Takes Over was first conceptual as an instrumental French house music DJ and producer David Guetta. Kelly Rowland amerikai R&amp;amp; Singer B, however, fell in love with the song and asked her to write and record vocals. She wrote the lyrics for the Nervo
Twins, Miriam and Olivia Nervo. Prior to the release of the single, David Guetta had achieved considerable success on home soil in France and reached the top 10 of the UK hits When Love Takes Over in the top 10. He also appeared in the top 30 of mainstream pop radio, giving the American pop public their first real taste of David
Guetta's work. When Love Takes Over tops the American dance chart. Two years later, in 2011, David Guetta became a pop superstar in the US with three consecutive top 10 pop hits. Watch the video lady gaga - Bad Romance. Courtesy Interscope Lady Gaga came to prominence with fully embracing dance #1 her smash hit Just
Dance. At the end of 2009, he reached the artistic peak with the large-scale Bad Romance. The song was first introduced as part of the soundtrack to the Paris Fashion Week runway show by designer Alexander McQueen. Bad Romance is a close collaboration dance-pop Convert. The lyrics to Bad Romance reveal Lady Gaga's penchant
for choosing romantic partners for relationships that never work. The song also reflected the paranoia he felt while touring. Bad Romance also includes some French lyrics. Bad Romance was showered with critical acclaim as it hit #1 the dance chart and #2 the pop chart. She won a Grammy Award for Best Female Pop, and the
celebrated accompanying music video won the MTV Video Music Award for Video of the Year. Watch video Avicii - Wake Me Up. Courtesy of Columbia Swedish DJ Tim Bergling, aka Avicii, was one of the hottest young artists in dance music when he took to the stage to play Wake Me Up! live at the 2013 Ultra Music Festival. In 2011, his
song Levels was a major pop and dance hit worldwide. However, Wake Me Up! it was something else with a live band, an R&amp;T; With singer B, Aloe Blacc, and even influenced country music. Although some were angry at the new direction, Avicii soon won the vast majority of fans. Wake Me Up! It became a huge hit at the head of the
American dance chart and the mainstream pop radio chart. It has also hit #1 many other countries around the world. Avicii's innovations opened the gates to other artists to broaden the paletke of the sound of their dance club. A Wake Me Up! In 2018, at the age of 28, he died at the top 5 of the American Avicii album chart. Watch the
video for Royskopp &amp; Robyn - Do It Again. Courtesy Dog Triumph Royskopp is a Norwegian electronic music duo. Between 2005 and 2009, they made the top five of the Norwegian pop charts three times and scored a number of minor pop charts in the UK. Robyn is a Swedish pop artist who has scored several pop hit charts around
the world, but did not make the U.S. pop charts in 1996-1997 after two top-10 pop charts. In 2014, the two Scandinavian performers joined forces. Do It Again reportedly wrote for the trio after an epic night out in Bergen, Norway. The result was a happy accident in the studio. Do It Again was celebrated by critics and #1 on the dance list in
the US. It was one of the biggest dance sing-offs of the year. Watch a video
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